Kedesh Unit Sheet

Unit CB
Date dug 6/15/83
Beg. Level 6.15' W 6.6' E
Under unit(s) N/A
Volume 2.6901

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Topsoil - black, dry, clumpy
Pottery wt. 0.55 kg

Other finds - JAS CB5.266: T110.3

Description and extent
Topsoil - Digging a 2.5 m x 5 m trench on top

Diagram: 3 styles...
Dipping the ① 2.5m x 5m portion of this trench, looking for the stylobate return. Found it running ② for 2.85m, at which point the stylobate was robbed, leaving only the cobble foundation. There is another ashlar at the ⑥ balk line.

The top ashlar level is blanked off for 2.30m, where there is then another ashlar.
Unit: CB 1.4.008  Date dug: 6/17/10
Beg. Levels: N 61.11  E 463.78
End levels: N 64.81  E 463.82
Under unit(s): 007
Volume: unknown

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
D: dark brown, dry, clumpy topsoil

Pottery wt: 1.6kg
Ldm: bullet casing
Span: unk. to modern

Description and extent

Moved into the NE quadrant to see if the stylobate return continues into this quadrant (since there is one ashlar on the W bank line).